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Sweet Herbs for Sweet Hearts

Herbs for Sweethearts

Sweet Herbies, 
 

All year we celebrate love in so many forms - we celebrate our love
 for trees when the leaves fall every autumn, we celebrate our love
 for our mothers and fathers on their designated days each spring,
 and we celebrate love for our dearest friends and family whenever
 a birthday rolls around - but this time of year, a special emphasis is

 placed on love. Love is underlined. Sweethearts are secluded.
 Romance is ripe. And herbs for the heart come to mind. Here are

 a couple of our favorites: 
 

 
OATSTRAW

 
While oatstraw might not be the first herb
 you think of when you think of romance,
 here are some facts about it that might

 change your mind.
 

- Oatstraw is perhaps the most hormonally
 activating of our nourishing herbs. When

 we drink the infusion regularly, it
 encourages the release of bound

 testosterone and helps to peak and
 enhance love-making interest in our whole

 bodies. It promotes healthy blood flow,
 supports the secretion of bodily fluids, and

 may stimulate certain parts of the body
 while also potentially maintaining a calm nervous system. An all-

round go-getter! Here's how to make an oatstraw infusion. 
 

In this issue:

Book Feature: 20% OFF Down
 There: Herbs for Sexual and

 Reproductive Health 

Looking for a sweet and useful gift
 for yourself or a loved one this

 Valentine's Day?
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HAWTHORNE

 
- Hawthorne berry is known around the world as the herb of the
 heart, because of its ability to promote cardiovascular health,

 support the blood, and have a gentle and nourishing effect on the
 arterial systems. Hawthorne, like oatstraw, is known to have the

 potential to optimize blood flow and circulation, which in turn helps
 us to perform and enjoy pleasure when and where it counts the

 most. 
 

To receive the benefits of hawthorne, experiment with taking a
 dropperful or two of the fresh tincture daily for tonic cardiovascular

 support, or take 2-3 dropperfuls to help get you in the mood for
 lovin'. Bonus: hawthorne is in the apple family, and tastes as

 yummy and sweet as can be! 
 

Want more on Herbs for Lust and Love? Here's a great piece by
 Susun Weed on this very topic! 

 

Sustenance vs. Supplements

 

 
If you're hunting for natural
 answers to everything from

 fibroids to fertility, UTIs to healing
 after trauma, Down There: Sexual
 and Reproductive Health the Wise
 Woman Way has five star ratings
 and is one of favorite go-to books
 for these issues and many more. 

 
If you haven't yet taken

 advantage of our 20% off book
 sale, now's your last chance! Your

 discount will be automatically
 deducted at checkout.

  

Classes at Red Moon Herbs
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When bracing myself for a stroll down the aisle of any vitamin shop
 or supplement center, I am always reminded of the wacky and
 amazing gum from Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory. Remember
 this gum? It represented a whole meal, as it was chewed
 transforming from a delicious appetizer to a hearty main course of
 beef stew to lastly, the glorious fruit pie that turns sweet-toothed
 youngsters into blooming blueberries. This gum would be so well-
received in our fast-food culture, I think, my eyes wandering the
 shelves from canisters of superfood greens powder that promises
 10 servings of vegetables in one teaspoon to bottles of pre-natals
 that contain every essential nutrient that baby needs in just one
 grape-flavored gummy bear. This gum would be THE gum. No
 mess, no muss, just one whole meal’s worth of nutrient-dense food
 in one sweet stick.
  
We who hang out regularly in the ever-growing, ever-changing
 supplement aisles know that more and more, we are being
 promised perfection in a pill. We are promised freedom from food,
 the ability to eat whatever we want without being dependent on
 chopping and cooking and crunching real, live vegetables and
 grains and proteins. So we are faced with the daily decisions...
  
READ MORE on the blog!
  

Love that Slippery Elm

Ate a little too much chocolate this Valentine's and digestion got you
 down? Traveling on a romantic weekend with your sweetheart and
 trying to avoid the nagging feeling of a sore throat? Slippery elm is

Herbal Education

  
In the spirit of education and
 empowerment, local green

 goddess Abby Artemisia is
 continuing her brand new class

 series at the Red Moon workshop.
 Here are the upcoming dates:

  
2/17 Making Your Own Herbal Oils
 & Salves, and Food as Medicine
 3/2 Medicine as Food. 
  
Register here! 
  

  
  
Making Your Own Herbal Oils &
 Salves
2/17, 6:30-9:00 PM
  
Herbal oils and salves are two
 ways of preserving herbs for
 topical use. They can be used for
 skin irritations, like cuts, burns,
 and even splinters; or for
 massage or pain relief, along with
 many other uses. Which plants
 are most beneficial in oils and
 salves, including many local wild
 plants will be discussed.There will
 be a demonstration of how an oil
 is made and then turned into a
 salve. You will also learn about
 the best ways to do this to
 preserve the plants and keep the
 oils from going rancid, extending
 the shelf life of your formula.
 Then, try some out and take
 some home, along with plenty of
 recipes.
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 your savior and number one herbal ally in both of these scenarios.
 We love to carry around slippery elm balls - easy-to-make lozenges

 with slippery elm powder and honey - all the time, just in case. 
 

Here's a video of Susun Weed and her granddaughter, Monica Jean,
 making slippery elm balls in the kitchen. 

  

Support Women-Owned Small Businesses!

While supplies last, we are still offering our Love Local Boxes! These
 include $60 of all-local, all-natural products from some of our

 favorite women-owned businesses in Appalachia. Click here to get
 this great deal while it lasts! 

1 oz. Red Moon Herbs Magic Massage Oil
1 oz. Red Moon Herbs Elderberry Elixir
5 oz. Red Moon Cider (our fiery tonic with 100% locally grown
 produce and herbs in organic raw apple cider vinegar and
 mountain honey)
Travel size Shecology Laundry Pills
Travel size Shecology goat milk soap
Travel size Warhorse Solutions Hand Soap
Hap Mountain Herbal naturally tinted lip balm
“I EAT WEEDS” bumper sticker

  

 
  
Food as Medicine, Medicine as
 Food
3/2, 6:30-9:00 PM
Hippocrates was definitely onto
 something when he said, “Let thy
 food be thy medicine, and thy
 medicine be thy food.” The
 tastiest and easiest way to ingest
 herbs for health is through our
 food. We’ll share some of our
 most delicious, tonifying recipes
 for wild medicinal herbs, along
 with some tips and tricks on
 whipping them up. There will be a
 discussion on the best recipes for
 each season and their
 corresponding health concerns. Of
 course the best part, will be
 sampling the recipes! Come
 hungry!

Free I EAT WEEDS Sticker

If you want a 6" bumper sticker
 telling the world about your love of
 weeds, email your name &
 address to
 jeannie@redmoonherbs.com and
 we'll get that out to you.

Contact Us

PO BOX 8023

Asheville NC
 28814
888-929-0777
828-484-8449

info@redmoonherbs.com
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 extracts harvested in peak season~
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